**APA TRAVEL ASSISTANCE**

**Graduate Student Stipends**

Graduate students whose papers are accepted onto the main program of a divisional meeting through the normal anonymous review process are eligible for stipends to offset the costs of participating in the meeting. Stipends are $300 per person for the Eastern and Central Division meetings and $400 per person for the Pacific Division meeting. The Eastern Division’s William James Prize also provides support for a graduate student appearing on the meeting program. Eligibility verification is required.


**Travel Assistance Fund for Philosophers of Color**

This fund, created by the APA’s Task Force on Diversity and Inclusion and supported solely by donations, provides up to $500 per year in travel reimbursement for philosophers of color who participate on the main program of an APA divisional meeting.


**Diversity Institute Alumni Fund**

This fund, supported by a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, provides up to $500 per year in travel reimbursement for alumni of undergraduate diversity institutes in philosophy to participate in philosophy conferences, including APA divisional meetings. Examples of diversity institutes whose alumni are eligible include the following:

- Philosophy in an Inclusive Key Summer Institutes (PIKSI–Rock and PIKSI–Boston)
- Rutgers Summer Institute for Diversity in Philosophy
- Summer Immersion Program in Philosophy at Brown University
- UCSD Summer Program for Women in Philosophy

More information: [http://www.apaonline.org/?alumnifund](http://www.apaonline.org/?alumnifund)

**Fund for Assistance to Overseas Philosophers**

The fund for assistance to overseas philosophers, supported solely by donations, provides support to philosophers residing in countries facing currency restrictions or other severe economic conditions. The fund provides complimentary APA membership and travel assistance for participants in the program of an APA divisional meeting. Philosophers residing in the US and Canada are ineligible for support from this fund.